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Abstract. Using AgentSpeak-DL, we propose an agent model to autonomously query the web of data to gather additional knowledge related to the current set of beliefs. The knowledge acquisition mechanism uses additional assertions specified with the beliefs as inputs to construct the queries. The assertions come from a description logic approach to specify the agent belief base. Information from the queries is used to establish an ontology relating agent’s beliefs to knowledge from the web of data. Main contribution of this research is the specification of a mechanism to enhance the agent’s knowledge with semantic web techniques.
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1 Introduction

This paper describes a research on agent theory, focusing on autonomous agents capable of interacting on the semantic web. Our goal is to increase the availability of knowledge to the agent and, thus, the possible courses of action it can take. We consider agents as autonomous, intentional systems, modeled by the BDI agent theory [1]. This model formalizes how a rational agent go from its beliefs and desires to actions. Besides the interactions with its application specific environment, our agent interacts with the web of data as a medium to obtain knowledge.

The web of data, also known as the semantic web [2], can be viewed as an extension to the current web in which information receives a computational meaning. This makes the content adequate for processing by software applications, in contrast to traditional web where information is usually available in natural language and is adequate for human beings. As described in [2], the semantic web is a place where applications will consume and generate knowledge, ideally acting autonomously on behalf of the user. Following an application perspective, this work shows a possible way towards that vision.

One of the main results of the semantic web effort is its ontological knowledge representation language – OWL. We limit the agent to deal only with OWL – regarding knowledge obtained from the web, since it allows a better integration with
the agent’s belief base. In this case, the expressiveness and semantics allow the agent to construct queries and perform inferences using a concept hierarchy, restrictions and properties.

One of the key points to integrate agent and semantic web technology is located on their common ground, the knowledge representation. The approach used in this work is based on AgentSpeak(DL) [3], which modifies the original language [4], and its concretization in terms of agent architecture, JASDL [5].

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 relates the knowledge acquisition mechanism to the state-of-the-art in terms of agents integrated on the semantic web and in terms of tools needed to explore the web of data; in section 3 we specify the knowledge acquisition by detailing the query construction and the result processing - an example of utilization is presented; finally section 4 presents our concluding remarks and future work.

2 Related work

Regarding the use of the web of data to provide knowledge to intelligent applications, [6] provides an approach based on information theory. The goal is to allow the agents to naturally deal with concept alignment, uncertainty and utilization of services. Information theory is applied to provide quantifications for trust, reputation and reliability to the information being considered. Negotiation is a fundamental part of the model; it is the process that the agent undergoes to exchange information with peers and services – as a provider and as a subscriber.

Every reasoning process is contextualized and affected by the set of norms and contracts that the agent currently complies with. Context represents previous agreements, previous illocutions or any code that aligns the ontology between the peers in order to interpret an action. This agency model can be summarized as a utilitarian approach to knowledge based agents. The agent is always part of an information exchange – a negotiation, and all its reasoning and actions are designed to maximize the outcome.

The knowledge acquisition mechanism described in this paper differs from [6] in the theoretical and philosophical views of agency and, consequently, in the concretization of the model. Our goal is to provide relevant knowledge related to agent’s beliefs, so that the agent is able to perform reasoning with this related knowledge according to its domain. One might argue that the utility approach, as attested by [6] can be used to model and provide a solution to our problem.

We consider this point of view but this line regards agency as a decision problem, and we view agents as a software that displays intelligent behaviour in terms of flexible autonomous action. As described by [7], flexibility is composed by pro-activeness (to take the initiative to reach its goals), reactiveness (to perceive and timely react to environment changes) and social ability (the interaction with other agents and perhaps with humans too). We are aware of the difficulties that come along with this vision but we still consider it as the approach to agency to be followed on this research.
On the subject of agency and the semantic web, AgentSpeak-DL and JASDL are also taken into consideration. In summary, AgentSpeak-DL [3] provides the formal semantics for AgentSpeak with Description Logics. The authors state that the main results are more expressive queries to the belief base, a refinement of the belief update process, more options for plan retrieval and native support for agent communication. JASDL provides the implementation of the concepts described in [3] on the Jason [5] framework. JASDL (Jason AgentSpeak-Description Logic) extends the Jason platform providing agent-oriented programming with ontological reasoning. In JASDL each ontology that the agent is aware of receives a label that is utilized to provide semantic annotations in the form of “semantic enriched” literals – a literal that corresponds to an axiom of an ontology.

This mechanism extends the traditional belief base (formed by a list of ground literals), allowing it to reside partially in the ABox of an ontology. Following this idea, the belief base is specified by two knowledge representations (OWL and standard AgentSpeak). These modifications affect important reasoning, namely belief revision and option selection (plan searching). The impacts on the agent life cycle and implementation decisions are discussed in detail in [5].

Our work was implemented with JASDL mainly due to its associated agent theory, integration of OWL to the reasoning and also because of its extensibility mechanism. In this framework, it is straightforward to modify any aspect of the agent reasoning cycle. The ease to customize the stages of reasoning is paralleled to the complexity inherent to the design of an agent theory.

When customizing the reasoning, the developer must be aware of the impact that the modification has on the life cycle and on the compliance to the BDI theory. Mindful of the complexities involved in the customization, we adhere to JASDL’s approach since it supports the utilization of knowledge acquired on runtime to perform meta-level reasoning and further belief functionality (future work).

Still on agent architectures and models for the semantic web, there is the Nuin agent architecture. Its goal is to provide a “practical architecture for deliberative agents for the Semantic Web” [8]. The architecture is based on AgentSpeak(L) to provide the deliberation mechanism and the definition of an agent through an RDF model. Nuin provides a general architecture, leaving to the agent developer the decision on the knowledge representation and reasoning.

A scripting language is available to define agent’s plans using terms of an ontology referenced by its URI (Uniform Resource Identifier). AgentSpeak’s events abstraction is also treated as implemented by the developer. The interpreter provided by the architecture does not modify the original AgentSpeak interpreter in any manner. An important aspect of Nuin is that it is developed to be easily deployed and extended; it was implemented using software engineering design patterns. In theory, the agent architecture could be used with any knowledge representation, not only description logics.

The idea of allowing any kind of knowledge representation to be pluggable into agent architecture is very tempting but the theoretical foundations and the impact of such endeavor must also be considered. A key issue that arises is that inference services are limited only to query and to update the knowledge base. Important functionalities from each specific reasoning engine are ignored. If we consider OWL,
for example, the agent is not aware of subsumption, generalization and specific TBox and ABox reasoning capabilities.

Functionalities such as ontology integration, alignment and modularity cannot be integrated to the architecture either. Regarding Nuin, it could be used in our work as concrete agent architecture but it considers OWL and its particularities superficially, without a clear account of the implications to the agent reasoning.

Another stream of works under automated uses of the web of data focuses on the delivery of knowledge to end users. Tripleshop [9] handles user queries and process the results according to a set of constraints and the application of pre-defined reasoning tasks. The query construction mechanism aids the user on the specification of SPARQL queries, allowing the user to define the set of URIs to be queried. A preliminary set of URI’s is given to the user considering the SELECT and WHERE clauses. The query is executed on the Swoogle search engine and the results, after processing, establish a workable dataset for the user.

Swoogle [10] is one of the first search engines designed for the semantic web. It discovers and indexes RDF documents following the classic web search approach. Google is used to crawl the web and discover RDF and OWL files. These files are ranked with two custom algorithms built on top of an abstract model defining how an agent accesses the semantic web. The search engine can be accessed by a regular web site and also through a SPARQL endpoint.

Watson [11] is considered to be a gateway for semantic web data since it takes into account semantic details and semantic quality of the indexed data. The semantic details considered in the Watson architecture are related to OWL and RDF constructs, which are used to process and relate different documents. Quality of the semantic data is assessed in terms of expressivity, language, level of axiomatization, and measures of concepts and individual quantities. Sources for the Watson crawler can be diversified through a plug-in model. The gateway can be accessed through a web site and also through SPARQL. In [12] semantic web applications that use Watson services are presented. Our mechanism uses Watson as the main search engine, due to the wider availability of services and to Swoogle as a secondary SPARQL endpoint.

3 Acquiring knowledge from the web of data

The knowledge acquisition process here described has the ambitious goal to allow the agent to gather additional contextual information for its beliefs. Obtaining contextual information from the semantic web or from the web itself does not guarantee the validity and truthfulness of it. At the same time one cannot disregard this kind of knowledge that is also considered by some cognitive scientists as part of human cognition [13]. Thus, mechanisms to perceive the agent’s context and to select the most appropriate knowledge to be considered must be integrated to the reasoning.

Moreover, we see context as an important factor to help on the balance between reactivity and pro-activeness. In this section, we describe a first step on this direction, with the construction of a related knowledge ontology. Considering the JASDL framework, descriptive knowledge is applied during the plan selection stage of the practical reasoning cycle. As presented in [5], the idea is to use the subsumption
inference so that specific plans can be applied on more general situations. Thus, increasing the range of possibilities through a relaxation of the constraints during the selection.

Our approach to knowledge acquisition is focused on semantically enhanced beliefs [5] (beliefs associated to a concept defined in an ontology). We divide the knowledge acquisition process into two stages: (1) query construction and execution and (2) result processing.

**Query construction**

Most of the search engines that handles web of data content (OWL, RDF and RDF-S) provides two forms of queries: keyword search and SPARQL search. Keyword search comes from traditional web search mechanisms and provides a simple string matching. SPARQL [14], on the other hand, is a W3C recommendation for querying the web of data. It is a query language for RDF, allowing queries to OWL content due to the possible translation from OWL to RDF.

Considering OWL-DL – a variant of the description Logic SHOIN(D) [15], the construction and execution of SPARQL to query this content seems like a viable first step but not an ideal one. The main reason for that is that under RDF, there is no clear distinction between schema and data, and in OWL-DL such distinction (T-Box and A-Box) is clear and important to provide more expressiveness to the representation language. This situation reflects the ongoing research on the semantic web and will possibly be followed by standards designed specifically to OWL and its variations (Lite, DL, Full, OWL 2…).

Taking into account this current state of query in the web of data, we developed a mechanism compatible with such standards, which allows the direct use with current web of data repositories. We use the current set of beliefs as inputs to construct SPARQL queries. The results are processed according to OWL semantics to construct a related knowledge ontology.

Since we are limiting our approach to deal with OWL knowledge, we are bound to the limitations of terminological and assertive knowledge. Early works on description logics [16] [17] provide an in-depth view on the complexities and trade-offs of working with this kind of logic. In this work, we view the web of data and description logics as tools to be used by autonomous agents.

We adopted AgentSpeak-DL as the agent language and JASDL as the agent architecture to provide a proof of concept implementation of our work. Both the language and the architecture were developed having an integration of OWL and semantic web to agents in mind. JASDL allows the definition of “semantically enhanced” beliefs, which are beliefs associated with an ontology. It is possible to relate beliefs to class assertions, object and data property relations, and the all different axioms [5]. These relations, except for the all different axiom – used to declare that all individuals from a specified set are different from each other, are the inputs of our mechanism.
Given a belief $B$ semantically enhanced by an assertion $A$, $A$ represents a set of possible assertions that can be applied to beliefs. In the case of JASDL, it can be Class Assertion (CA), Object Property Assertion (O) and Data Property Assertion (D).

Let $Sub$ be the set of sub-classes of CA and $Sup$ the set of super-classes of CA. Each $Sub$ and super class of CA in itself is already knowledge related to $B$ and is considered under the plan selection of the reasoning cycle. In our mechanism, $Sub$ is utilized as a term for basic keyword matching search and as a restriction under SPARQL queries. A more restrictive query is formed by using group graph pattern match where all the variables in the query pattern must be bound for every solution. A less restrictive query is constructed with pattern matching of alternatives. It is worth to note that in OWL-DL concept’s relations (object or data) are coded with the $\text{subClassOf}$ construct. Thus, queries based on class assertions also take into account possible relations of the considered belief $B$. According to this description the possible SPARQL queries are generated as follows:

1. Query using the set sub and applying restrictions in the same way, as defined in CA. This query is more precise, and should be used by the agent to further specialize its knowledge. The expected results should provide more information about a previously established context, and less information about different contexts. We adopted the FILTER modifier in order to allow similar names to the result set. A simple modification of the string (to remove the ^ character) provides exact matches. In the following parameter “i” is used to specify case insentiveness.

   ```sparql
   SELECT DISTINCT ind, type
   WHERE{
     ?ind rdf:subClassOf ?sub_0 . FILTER regex(?sub_0, "Sub[0]", "i")
     ?ind rdf:subClassOf ?sub_1 . FILTER regex(?sub_1, "Sub[1]", "i")
     ...
     ?ind rdf:subClassOf ?sub_n . FILTER regex(?sub_n, "Sub[n]", "i")
   }
   ```

2. Query using the set sub and applying optional restrictions regarding CA definition. In opposition to the previous query, this one allow a broader scope of results, useful to provide different views about a subject, gathering different contexts. When this pattern is applied, the finding of one match already yields a possible solution.

   ```sparql
   SELECT DISTINCT ind, type
   WHERE{
     ?x rdf:subClassOf ?sub_0 . FILTER regex(?sub_0, "Sub[0]", "i")
     UNION {?x rdf:subClassOf ?sub_1 . FILTER regex(?sub_1, "Sub[1]", "i")}
     ...
     UNION {?x rdf:subClassOf ?sub_n . FILTER regex(?sub_n, "Sub[n]", "i")}
   }
   ```
A belief $B$, defined by an object property assertion $O$ or a data property assertion $D$, is used by the query mechanism to gather different uses of the properties, namely concepts that are subclasses of the property and individuals, when available.

3. Query using $O$ and $D$ to gather individuals that use the properties. This knowledge gives a general view of how the property is used on different domains. In the agent perspective, this query also provides a broad view of the context but focused on the usage of a specific property. We demonstrate in this query the possibility to gather more knowledge using the utilization domain of the property ($:_R \text{owl:someValuesFrom} \ldots$). This point will be deeply explored on future work. Another point presented is the possibility to acquire individuals that are sub classes of the individual that complies to the query ($:_\text{who} \text{rdfs:subClassOf} \text{?who}$). In this case, we can also apply filters to give more flexibility to string matching.

```
SELECT DISTINCT ?who ?type ?wholvl2
WHERE {
   ?who rdfs:subClassOf _:RST .
   ?wholvl2 rdfs:subClassOf ?who .
   _:RST a owl:Restriction .
   _:RST owl:onProperty [O or D].
   _:RST owl:someValuesFrom ?type .
}
```

Result Processing

From the results obtained with the queries, we propose the automatic elaboration of a related beliefs ontology. Clearly, the results can yield a number of different possibilities for inference that are domain specific. In terms of software engineering, the queries and the ontology construction are defined as plans, which can be reused and modified as required by each application. Another possibility would be to specify the procedures as Jason’s internal actions but then we would lose the declarative aspect of agent design.

The automatic generated ontology relates beliefs to their respective related knowledge. So far, we simply developed a process to build an ontological structure, disregarding similarities and consistency verifications with the belief base. This constitutes a future work, where similarity measures are applied to the related knowledge, establishing a properly analyzed ontology. Consistency with the belief base is not fundamental, since we are dealing with related knowledge, which may contradict the agent’s beliefs. Similarity measure will tend to 0 in such cases.

Another approach to deal with this situation is to consider the related knowledge as contextual information to be used by the agent when his standard set of actions fails. Learning mechanisms can be employed to evaluate new solutions based on newly acquired context information. Later, the evaluation’s results can be integrated to the belief revision function, going towards automatic learning based on semantic web information. This is a complex problem and requires specific research to handle its particularities. Nevertheless, the verification of this hypothesis is part of our ongoing work.
Queries that obtain knowledge from class assertions (1 and 2) return individuals and their respective types. This information is expressed in the ontology by a property relation and by an individual instantiation. We add a \textit{hasRelatedClassAssertion} (type[0..n]) property to belief B and instantiate the individual ind[n] as a subclass of type[n]. type[0..n] and ind[0..n] are the results from the SPARQL queries. In JASDL, this is achieved by using the following code:

\begin{verbatim}
jasdl.ia.define_class(request, "relatedonto:type[n]");  // creates the type[n] class +hasRelatedClassAssertion(B, type[n]); +type[n](ind[n]); ?request(X)[o(self)];  // test goal used to provide the unification of request and the individuals.
\end{verbatim}

Queries that obtain knowledge from property relations (3) return individuals and their type. On (3) we showed how to gather further knowledge descending one more level on the hierarchy. Here we will not add such knowledge since the process remains the same, that is, to add only one more property relation to the belief. Thus belief B will have a property \textit{hasRelatedUsage(?type[n])}, and an individual labeled ind[n] will be instantiated as a subclass of \textit{hasRelatedUsage(?type[n])} and B. Similarly to the previous JASDL code fragment, such definition can be implemented as follows:

\begin{verbatim}
jasdl.ia.define_class(request, "relatedonto:type[n]");  // creates the type[n] class +hasRelatedUsage(B, type[n]); +type[n](ind[n]); +hasRelatedUsage(ind[n]); ?request(X)[o(self)];
\end{verbatim}

It is worth noting that the resulting ontology is rather simple, and constitutes only an one level hierarchy with the respective individuals and their URIs. This is a preliminary result that will be developed to more expressive ontologies through the use of restrictions, axioms and OWL inference.

**Example**

To exemplify the process we will show code excerpts from our proof of concept agent and one of its domain ontologies. This agent has a simple task, which is to maintain the profile of a learner by following the IMS Learner Information Package standard [18]. A simplified version of IMS-LIP was modeled in an OWL ontology, focusing on the most important concepts of our application domain. Refer to [19][20] for further contextualization of the domain. Figure 1 shows the hierarchy of concepts from the IMS-LIP ontology.
Figure 1. Hierarchy of concepts from the agent’s domain ontology (IMS-LIP).

Figure 2 illustrates the ontology’s utilization to specify a set of individuals (diamonds) that represent learner’s accessibility details. Both object and data property relations are represented by dotted arrows, together with their name. Diamonds represent individuals, and rectangles represent data (strings, numbers, dates, etc.).

The learner profile is managed by a plan, which modifies the belief base (which represents the profile) according to perceptions from the environment. We will not detail the perception mechanism since our focus is to show how beliefs can generate the queries during the knowledge acquisition process. Next we show a commented plan fragment that explains how semantically enhanced beliefs are created in JASDL, considering IMS-LIP as the domain ontology.
...  
+goal(goal_A)[o(imslip)]; // defines the belief with a class assertion  
+hasDescription(goal_A, “The learner must study aspects of trigonometry”) [o(imslip)]; // defines the belief as a data property assertion  
+hasDate(goal_A, “2009:04:15”) [o(imslip)]; //another data property assertion. The annotation [o(imslip)] specifies the respective ontology  
+hasGoal(goal_A, goal_B) [o(imslip)]; //an object property assertion stating a hierarchy between beliefs

Figure 3 illustrates the resulting individual Goal A (a complete version), which represents a fragment of the belief-based learner profile.

The one class assertion based query from the beliefs shown above (goal_A) is:

```
SELECT DISTINCT ind, type
WHERE{
    ?ind rdf:subClassOf ?goal .
    FILTER regex(?sub_0,"^goal", "i")
    ?ind rdf:type ?type .}
```

This example demonstrated the application of our approach to a practical problem. It is still limited to technical issues, focused on modeling the agent, and further evaluation of the approach must be performed.

4 Conclusion

This paper presented the preliminary results of an ongoing research on autonomy and intelligent behaviour on the semantic web. The main result is a knowledge acquisition
mechanism that uses the agent’s beliefs as inputs to gather knowledge related to them from the web of data. This is achieved by the automatic construction of SPARQL queries and the processing of the resulting dataset to construct a related knowledge ontology.

Relating the work to the current state-of-the-art agents and the semantic web, our main contribution is the specification of how an autonomous agent might use its view of the world (beliefs) to enhance its own knowledge. How this knowledge is used is highly dependent on the application domain. Nonetheless, we provided a simple process to store the knowledge in a compatible and extensible way. Our specification of the mechanism attempted to be as practical as possible, focusing on agent oriented programming aspects contextualized by our point of view about agent theories.

Future work based on this research has several directions. The most straightforward is to further develop the acquisition mechanism. It can be extended by providing more query constructions, focusing on restrictions and axioms and exploring more hierarchy levels. In terms of restrictions we showed one query that considers them superficially but SPARQL is expressible enough to provide richer queries. On the axioms side, we still need to explore disjoint assertions, and there is the possibility to integrate the mechanism to the rules. The same happens with the result processing side, since as the queries become more expressive, the ontology construction must follow the modifications. Next we aim to apply the concept similarity to provide a measurement for the automatically constructed ontology.

Building on the acquisition mechanism, we will investigate the impact of using related knowledge on the agent’s practical reasoning. Specifically, it is possible to define belief revision functions that consider knowledge from external sources, using probabilistic functions, user context, pre-defined ontologies, and so on. Our line of work guides us towards mechanisms that use the web of data as a leverage to aid the agent with its tasks but also restricts it so that a balance between pro-activeness and reactivity is achieved.

Finally, a higher goal of this research is to study the interaction among meta-level reasoning and practical reasoning. We envision meta-level reasoning as a creative based process, applying concept blending strategies [21] to the belief base together with knowledge acquired from the web of data. There is only a few partial formalizations of the theory. The work described in [22] is one of the latest approaches and serves as an inspiration to our research.
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